Art Activity Easy to Intermediate
Bringing the outdoors indoors
Fun things to make and do with leaves, flowers, pebbles, and twigs. (feeing and smelling
leaves and flowers, which is which? (easy). Making a picture using leaves, flowers, pebbles
and twigs. (Intermediate).

(Easy) Is this a flower or a leaf? Is it a nice smell or a bad
smell? Is it soft or hard? Is it smooth or rough?

Can you collect some interesting shaped leaves,
some little flowers, some thin twigs, a few little
pebbles and maybe even a feather or two while
out for a stroll, or from your garden, if you are
lucky enough to have one? Pop them into a food
bag to keep them safe until you are back in your
house.

Can you take a photo of your
garden person or Nymph, and
show it off to friends and
family?

(Intermediate) Can you make a person
or a little gang of people using your
collection? Which leaf would make a
good head? What will you use for
arms and legs? What about the face? I
have used daisies, little stones with
black dots drawn on them and cut out
paper eyes with a black dot drawn on
them.

Art Activity Intermediate to Challenging
Bringing the outdoors indoors
Fun things to make and do with leaves, flowers, pebbles, and twigs. Making a picture
using leaves, flowers, pebbles and twigs.
Can you collect some interesting shaped leaves, some
little flowers, some thin twigs, a few little pebbles and
maybe even a feather or two while out for a stroll, or
from your garden, if you are lucky enough to have one?
Pop them into a food bag to keep them safe until you are
back in your house.

Can you draw a boy or a girl?
Before you start your drawing, put
your leaves on the paper to help
you decide what size your boy or
girl will be to make sure your
leaves and other collections will
fit. You could colour your drawing
in or leave it as a line drawing.

Do you have any photographs of yourself
or a family member or even your cat or
dog?!
Remember to choose a photo that will be
a good size for your collection of leaves
and flowers.
I have made myself an amazing outfit
using two of my favourite flowers, daisies,
and poppies!
I put some leaves and flowers at my feet
to make it look like I am standing on the
ground.
Why not take a photo of your creation
and send it to someone to make their
day!

